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1.ABSTRACT 

 

In general real time object detection and tracking under 

a dynamic environment is very difficult. This difficulty 

can be solved by using drone. The existing method by 

drone uses manual calculations or computations. The 

main idea behind it uses camera to capture the image 

and by using machine learning it process the data into 

useful information by comparing the captured image by 

those that of the data contained in the database. This 

comparison can be done by more specifically with 

colors. In typical case, red shows soil deficiencies, blue 

can be used to detect bare soil, white is meant for know 

about the presence of weeds, etc. This color coding 

technique creates a complete map of the situation of 

crop and the soil. As we know that Gamaya’s 

technology is capable of comparing and maps the weeds 

in plants. In addition to, it can also be useful to know 

other status of plants like ailment or starvation, as well 

as chemical inputs in the soil. The exiting method uses 

BRIEF algorithm that uses multi-inertial sensing data, 

in that a high energy efficient drone is built based on 

the snapdragon flight board, an open source autopilot 

system is cost efficient autonomous aircraft. In our 

proposed system we use SVM algorithm to obtain the 

accurate result.   

 

Keywords: Object detection, Image Processing, 

Classification, Mapping, Pest. 

 

2.INTRODUCTION 

 

Object tracking using drones is used in many real-time 

applications. Here we have proposed a drone, video 

based object tracking with a cascade object detection 

model using histogram of gradient (HOG) features to 

detect the object. KLT tracker is used to track 

throughout the video. Matlab is used to implement this 

technique with high accuracy on less amount of train 

data. An object tracking method is proposed that fuses 

inertial measurement unit data, global positioning  

 

 

system data and the moving object detection results to 

calculate the relative position between coordinate 

systems of the object and the drone.  

 

Agriculture drones will help farmers on precision 

agriculture such as sowing, spraying and plant 

protection.  

It is also used to monitor disease, pest, fertilizer 

conditions and irrigation. Drones can be used to make 

accurate 3-D maps that is used to conduct soil analysis 

on soil property, moisture content and soil erosion. This 

is very useful in planning the plantation patterns, 

irrigation and management of the nitrogen level in the 

soil. Many types of operational data for spraying 

pesticides and seeds can also be recorded. 

 

3.METHODOLOGIES 

 

A complete package of UAV data are collected and 

analyzed for crop growth information. This will help 

farmers to use fertilizers and pesticides and improve the 

environment. 

 
figure 1: General crop field images 

 

Plant’s health can be affected even before any visible 

signs like leaf discoloration. Since these stresses are 

invisible to the naked eye, cameras using special filters 

are used to detect these changes. The Department of 
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Life Sciences and Computing are combining with the 

agriculture services company Agro to provide cameras 

mounted on drones that will detect early disease stages 

and tell farmers when to spray the pesticide or fungicide 

before the crops being affected. The best results can be 

obtained by spraying at early stages. This concept could 

later be adapted for other diseases too.TTA system is 

based on monitoring the crop nutritional status and 

pests by multispectral cameras carried by UAV. 

Multispectral technology is used to collect data from 

various agricultural indices, such as normalized 

vegetation index and normalized red-edge vegetation 

index. 

 

4.EXISTING METHOD 

 

A lightweight object detection algorithm on a drone is 

proposed that uses an Oriented FAST and Rotated 

Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (ORB) 

algorithm under an outdoor environment for feature 

extraction, LDB for feature binary descriptors, and k-

nearest neighbor (KNN) to match the image descriptors.  

Assume that the intensity of the light of a corner point 

from the center of the image is offset. Since it is offset, 

the direction of the surrounding points are fused to 

calculate the direction of the corner point. The intensity 

moment of a patch is given by: 

                          mpq=∑ xp yq I(x, y) 

                                  x,y 

 

where I(x,y) is the intensity of the location of the image. 

The intensity centroid of the patch can be calculated by: 

                             C= (m10/m00, m01/m00) 

 

The direction θ of the patch, 

                             θ = tan-1(m01,m10) 

 

Thus the rotational invariance feature of ORB to 

capture the feature points is obtained. The image 

descriptor are built by Local Discriminant Basis (LDB) 

after extracting key points of the patch from the image. 

The five steps of LDB includes: Gaussian pyramid 

construction, dominant orientation estimation, integral 

image construction, binary tests, and bit selection. The 

ORB have the directional capability to eliminate the 

dominant orientation estimation. The invariance 

provided to the LDB scale is done by constructing the 

Gaussian pyramid and its feature points on the 

corresponding pyramid level of LDB descriptor are 

calculated as: 

                          Pyri=I(x,y)*G(x,y,σi) 

=2πσiexp(-x2+y2*2σi
2), 1<=i<=L 

 

where G(x,y,σi) is the Gaussian filter for the image 

intensity I(x,y), σiis the standard deviation of the 

Gaussian distribution, L indicates level of the pyramid. 

 

The LDB must be calculated for each feature point in 

every frame of pyramid because the feature extraction 

methods does not have a particular scale estimations. 

An integral graph is plotted to calculate average 

intensity and gradient information of the cells. If the 

image is rotated, then rotated integral graph is 

constructed by accumulating the pixels in the dominant 

orientation. 

In the existing method although ORB algorithm apply 

image pyramids for scale invariance and centroid 

calculation for rotational invariance but it is not as 

robust as accurate as SVM algorithm. 

 

4.1 Limitations Of Existing Method 

 

1) The implementation still lacks in accuracy of 

result in some cases and hence more 

optimization is needed. 

2) Priori information is needed for segmentation. 

3) Database extension is needed in order to reach 

more accuracy. 

4) Very few diseases have been covered. So, 

work needs to be extended to cover more 

diseases. 

5) The possible reasons that can lead to 

misclassifications are as follows: disease 

symptoms varies from one plant to another, 

features optimization is needed, more training 

samples are needed in order to cover more 

cases and to predict the disease more 

accurately. 

 

5.PROPOSED METHOD 

 

5.1 Implementation 

 

The reflected light is captured from the selected regions 

of the electromagnetic spectrum by using multispectral 

cameras with the use of special filters. Several lenses 

and different filters are used to capture the reflected 

light which allows scientists to focus at how objects 

reflect parts of the electromagnetic spectrum 

differently. There is a ‘spectral signature' that is 

displayed by a stressed plants that 0distinguishes them 

from healthy plants. 

 

figure 2: different types of leaves 

An object tracking method is proposed that fuses object 

detection results, Euclidean space equations, IMU and 

Global Positioning System (GPS) data for the 

calculation of relative position between coordinate 

systems of the drone and the object. Thereal time 

performance in the drone can be achieved byobject 
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detection and tracking method. The light that is 

reflected by the plants is measured by hyperspectral 

cameras. Within the visible and infrared light spectrum, 

it can capture 40 bands of color [6] that is 10 times 

more than other cameras which capture four bands of 

color. The plants with different physiologies and 

characteristics reflect light differently. This pattern 

keeps changing as the plant grows. It is affected by 

stressors. The application is that the camera uses 

machine learning to process the imaging data into 

information by the process of comparing the captured 

images with the existing image in its database. The 

changes are assigned by giving a specific conditions 

with a color.  

5.2 Block Diagram 

5.2.1 Hardware overview 

 

The videos of the crop field are captured by AR drones 

which does the processing of the images in real time. 

Digital imaging technique is used to provide a clear 

image of the fields. The weeds geolocation 

videoprocessing systemcreates a map which allows the 

fertilizer sprayer system to manage in the areas with 

weeds. The GPS autopilot device is contained in 

sprayer system. In between many devices, an ad hoc 

communication is performed. These devices includes 

AR drones that contains ARM processor, video 

processing computer includes Intel 80386 and a sprayer 

tractor. Ad hoc network is used by all the devices which 

provides mobility. To communicate within the devices 

such as robotic devices, UAV and sensors, the best 

route in the ad hoc network is selected. To increase the 

crop productivity, efficiency and monitoring the growth 

of the crops, we use an agricultural drone. After 

capturing the image from the AR drones, it is processed 

digitally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    figure 3: Overall block diagram 

Ergezer and K. Leblebicioglu had given “Path planning 

for UAVs for maximum information collection,” where 

the projection of the target center is given by (x1,y1) 

and (x2,y2) in 2D plane, t is the time interval of the 

GPS timestamp, v is the velocity in the 2D plane which 

gives the estimate of the space velocity. The direction 

of the moving object is given by θd in the time t. By 

obtaining the direction and speed of the object the drone 

can be controlled to follow the target object. The flight 

speed can be controlled by comparing the speed of the 

UAV and the moving object. After which we compare 

the direction of the drone and the target object and 

finally adjust the flight yaw angle. Mostly the center of 

the image should be close to the object. 

Agricultural drones have large space for its growth. 

With the constant improvement in technology, 

development in the imaging of the crops is also needed. 

The farmers will be able to analyze the crops and make 

accurate decisions on crop analyzing and productivity 

from the data that is recorded by the drones. The drones 

are made to fly over the crops. It has to identify an issue 

in a particular area and also find a solution to solve it. 

This will help the farmers to increase their productivity 

rather than monitoring their crops. Different types of 

sensors are used to capture the state of the crops like 

moisture level, humidity and PIR sensors that provides 

security to the fields. These information from the 

sensors and captured images are directly given to the 

central server. Sensor information are saved in server 

and then it is given to the famer’s handsets through 

GSM. The captured images in the server are processed 

by image pre-processing techniques. 

5.2.2 Algorithm for processing 

 

Algorithm used illustrated the step by step approach for 

the proposed image recognition and segmentation 

processes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              figure 4: Algorithm flow diagram 
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1) Image acquisition is the very first step that 

requires capturing an image with the help of a 

digital camera. 

2) Pre-processing of input image to improve the 

quality of image and to remove the undesired 

distortion from the image. 

3) Clipping of the leaf image is performed to get 

the interested image region and then image 

smoothing is done using the smoothing filter. 

4)  To increase the contrast Image enhancement 

is also done. 

5) In this, we computed a threshold value that is 

used for these pixels. Then in the following 

way mostly green pixels are masked: if pixel 

intensity of the green component is less than 

the pre-computed threshold value, then zero 

value is assigned to the red, green and blue 

components of this pixel. 

6) In the infected clusters, inside the boundaries, 

remove the masked cells. 

7) Obtain the useful segments to classify the leaf 

diseases. Segment the components using SVM 

algorithm. 

 

5.2.3 Classification using SVM 

 

 

Disease 

Samples 

 

No. of. 

images 

used 

 

DETECTION ACCURACY in % and 

computation time in seconds 

  

 

K-means 

clustering 

 

SVM with 

proposed 

algorithm 

 

Extended 

CAMSHIFT 

 

EMD 

 

NEAM 

 

30 

71.00% & 

15.74 s 

90.00% & 

9.7 s 

60.00% & 

32.46 s 

45.00% 

& 

20.59 s 

 

MANGO 

 

30 

76.5% & 

12.08 s 

92.30% & 

8.1 s 

75.80% & 

29.92 s 

61.11% 

& 

18.08 s 

 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a class of linear 

learning machines which is used for classification and 

regression. In binary classification problems, SVM 

constructs a maximal margin which separates hyper 

plane to separate the input data points into classes. 

Since it is a binary classification problem, the two 

classes can be denoted with +1 and -1. Maximizing the 

distance is done by selection of two hyper planes, 

ensuring that there are no points between them. SVM 

will use linear model to implement nonlinear class 

boundaries through some nonlinear mapping of the 

input vectors x into the high-dimensional feature space. 

A nonlinear decision boundary in the original space can 

be represented by a linear model which is constructed 

in the new space. There is a construction of an optimal 

separating hyper plane in the new space. Hence, SVM 

is the algorithm that helps in finding a special kind of 

linear model with the maximum margin hyper plane. 

The decision classes has the maximum separation in 

between them and is given by maximum margin hyper 

plane. 

 

 

 
figure 5:SVM classifier 

 

 

6.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In our proposed system, the accuracy level is improved 

and the computation time is reduced to train and test the 

data. We have used 30 samples of neem and mango leaf 

each to detect the pest infected in it. Neem leaf 

produces 90% of accuracy and mango leaf produces 

92.3% of accuracy and the computation time taken by 

the neem leaf is 9.7 seconds and by mango leaf is 8.1 

seconds in SVM algorithm. While using BRIEF K-

means algorithm, neem leaf produces 71% of accuracy 

and mango leaf produces 76.5% of accuracy and the 

computation time taken by the neem leaf is 

15.74seconds and by mango leaf is 12.08seconds. 

While using extended CAMSHIFT, neem leaf produces 

60% of accuracy and mango leaf produces 75.80% of 

accuracy and the computation time taken by the neem 

leaf is34.46 seconds and by mango leaf is 29.92 

seconds.  On comparing the results of SVM 

algorithmwith the otheralgorithms, it is clear that SVM 

algorithm is more efficient and provides accurate results 

of pest infected leaf. 
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Figure 6: sample to detect pest in leaf under SVM 

processing 

 

  figure 7: GSM notification for detection of pest in leaf 

sample 

7.CONCLUSION 

 

Our project is based on the real time agricultural field 

monitoring of crops and to estimate the amount of pest 

to be present in the crops. The evolution of Object 

Aerial Systems in the field of Photogrammetry and 

Remote Sensing (PaRS), UAS, Remotely-Piloted Aerial 

Systems, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles or simply drones 

are an important topic comprising a diverse array of 

aspects including technology, privacy rights, safety and 

regulations, and also war and peace. More than thirty 

years ago,the modern photogrammetry and remote 

sensing identified the potential of UAS-sourced 

imagery. In the last five years, these two disciplines 

have developed technology and methods that challenge 

the current aeronautical regulatory framework and their 

own traditional acquisition and processing methods. 

The innovation and originality have combined existing 

stock, low-cost equipment with sophisticated computer 

vision, robotics and geomatics engineering. The results 

obtained are cm-level resolution and accuracy products 

that can be processed even with cameras costing a few-

hundred euros. We will know the proper amount of the 

pest to be present in the plant which improves the plant 

growth and produces healthier results.SVM classifier 

produces very accurate and best results with minimum 

computational time 
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